
1. INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS ANALYTICS

WHAT IS BUSINESS ANALYTICS?
Analytics is the use of data, information technology, statistical analysis, and mathematical or computer-based models to
help decision makers gain improved insight about their business operations and make better, fact-based decisions

 Statistics, data mining, BI, BIS, visualization, stimulation and risk, modeling, optimization
 Profit revenue, shareholder return
 Enhances data/ informative reports

3 PILLARS OF ANALYTICS
Collection, organization, manipulation of data

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS
(Describing performance)

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS
(Predict what future could be)

PRESCIPTIVE ANALYTICS
(Minimizing or maximizing)

Uses data to understand past and
present performance

Analyses past data and performance
to predict future by examining

historical data, patterns,
relationships.

Optimization to identify best
alternative to maximize or
minimize some objective

TYPES OF ANALYSIS USED

 Descriptive statistical
measures

 Probabilities
 Hypothesis/ Confidence

Intervals

 Regression/ Forecasting
 Data mining
 Inferential Statistics

 Decision analysis
 Optimization
 Stimulation

ROLE OF STATISTICS
Collection, analysis, interpretation, presentation of data

 Explore/ summarize data
 Draw inferences about entire population from a sample
 Make predictions or forecasts
 VARIATION OF DATA (e.g. age gender )

STRUCTRED DATA UNSTRUCTRED DATA

EXTERNAL  Public data
 Postcode data

 Social media
 External sensor data

INTERNAL  CRM
 Sales
 Transactional

 Customer contact (emails, SMS)
 Sensor data
 Mobile data



TYPES OF DATA

CATEGORICAL DATA (Qualitative) NUMERICAL DATA (Quantitative)

 Labels/names used to identify an attribute/
characteristic of each entity (e.g gender)

 Can be recorded in either numeric or non-
numeric format (e.g. code, department)

 Appropriate statistical analysis are rather limited
(e.g Count)

 Usually counted or expressed as a proportion
or percentage (e.g. convert to bar graph)

 Numerical data indicates HOW MANY &
HOW MUCH

 Numerical data can be converted into
categorical data

e.g. Salary can be converted into: Low, middle &
high (Young, middle aged, elderly)

 But cannot convert High salary back into a
specific salary figure

 Discrete: Measuring how many (Counting process, whole number)
 Continuous: If measuring how much. (Measuring data, $$ cents) can divide e.g. decimal/fractional

SCALES OF MEASUREMENT
‘’Determines the amount of information contained in the data & indicates the data summarization & statistical analysis
that are most appropriate.’’

CATAGORICAL & QUALITATIVE NUMERICAL & QUANTIATIVE

NOMINAL
(least information)

(Varies, no order or rank)

INTERVAL
(Genuine numbers in order, can go back further than

negative -0)

 Data labels or names used to identify an attribute
of the entity

 Non-numeric label or numeric code can be used

e.g. Customers classified by the geo location
(NSW, VIC,WA, SA, TAS, ACT) (Or gender:
Male/female)

 Data is very similar to ordinal data. The interval
between observations is expressed in terms of a
fixed measurement.

 Interval data is always numeric and has no
natural zero

e.g. Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit

ORDINAL
(Ordered data with no differences allowed)

RATIO
(Zero is absolute)

 Similar to nominal data & categories have a
meaningful rank

 Non numeric label or numeric code may be used

e.g. rating customer service such as Poor,
Average, Good, Excellent

 The data have all the properties of interval data &
the ratio of 2 vales is meaningful

 Must contain a zero value indicating that nothing
exists for variable at zero point.

e.g. $0 salary means employee earns no money
and can’t go beyond that
e.g. Height, age, weight




